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Vivien T. Adao is dedicated to helping people create and preserve wealth. The key to her
success is the personalized approach she takes in assisting clients with selecting the right
financial and insurance products to suit their individual needs. Each area of a financial plan
is important individually, but managing them all collectively is one of the most important
considerations in your overall financial success.
As a financial professional and owner of INSIGHT Asset Advisory Group, Vivien has
extensive experience and knowledge in the products available as well as the
expertise on how to use those products to provide maximum benefit and
protection to the clients she serves. She is an Infinite Banking Concept
Authorized Practitioner and a Retirement Income Planning Specialist.
Vivien says, “It is our desire to establish trust and build long-lasting
relationships with our clients. I am committed to excellence in finding
solutions to my clients’ financial problems and goals.”
As a result of the outstanding advice and service she provides, Vivien has built
a loyal following of satisfied clients. Her practice continues to flourish as a result
of her clients referring Vivien to their friends, family members and business
associates.
In her leisure time, Vivien likes to spend time with her family enjoying the
lifestyle provided by the Valley Village community.

Do You Need An
Estate Planning Review?
If you’ve experienced any of the following, we strongly encourage you to
schedule a complimentary Estate Planning Review…
The birth or adoption of a new child or grandchild
When a child or grandchild becomes an adult
When a child or grandchild needs educational funding
Death or change in circumstances of the guardian named in your will for
minor children
Changes in your number of dependents, such as the addition of caring for
an adult
Change in your or your spouse’s financial or other goals
Marriage or divorce
Illness or disability of your spouse
Change in your life or long-term care insurance coverage
Purchasing a home or other large asset
Borrowing a large amount of money or taking on liability for any other reason
Large increases or decreases in the value of assets, such as investments
If you or your spouse receives a large inheritance or gift
Changes in federal or state laws covering taxes and investments
If any family member passes away, becomes ill, or becomes disabled
Death or change in circumstance of your executor or trustee
Career changes, such as a new job, promotion, or if you start
or close a business
Reviewing your plan at regular intervals in addition to major life events
will help ensure that your legacy, both financial and otherwise, is passed
on in accordance with your wishes and that your beneficiaries receive
their benefits as smoothly as possible.

Schedule Appointment

“ Take advantage of our
complimentary Estate
Planning Review.

“

Vivien Adao

Income Planning Advisor
Certified College Advisor
Infinite Banking Concept Authorized Practitioner
INSIGHT Asset Advisory Group

2 Ways To Schedule An Estate Planning Review

1

2
Call
888-962-8947

Email
vivien@askvivien.com
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MARILYN MONROE
AGE: 36
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $370,000

MISTAKE: Not Putting Her Assets In A Trust
Marilyn Monroe left three-fourths of her estate to her acting
coach Lee Strasberg, who then passed away leaving Ms.
Monroe’s estate to his third wife whom Ms. Monroe had
never even met. It’s unlikely that the famous actress would
have wanted a complete stranger to reap the benefits from
her hard earned money. By this time Ms. Monroe’s estate was
worth millions of dollars. She could have created a Living
Trust to make sure that only Lee and any other selected
contingent beneficiaries she chose would have access to the
wealth of her estate.
Photo Credit: By George Barris [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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ELVIS PRESLEY
AGE: 42
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $15 Million
MISTAKE: Failed To Protect His Assets
Mr. Elvis Presley, otherwise known as The King of Rock ‘n’ Roll,
was one of America’s most famous cultural icons of his time.
It was reported that the blue eyed singer/actor earned over
a billion dollars in his career, but at his death his estate was
worth only millions. It is no secret Elvis lived a very lavish life
style, had expensive taste and liked nice things. His extravagant
spending habits did not only benefit himself, but friends, and
even complete strangers at times. When The King of Rock ‘n’
Roll’s career started to decline, his spending habits remained
consistent, which led his money to dwindle. Although he
had good intentions when he created his estate plan to
leave his entire estate to heirs, taxes and other fees ended up
consuming over 70% of his estate, leaving his heirs with less
then 30% of his estate worth.
Photo Credit: By Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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HOWARD HUGHES
AGE: 70
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $2.5 Billion

MISTAKE: Not Meeting With A Legal Professional
Howard Hughes, aviator and entrepreneur, was a self-made
billionaire and is very well known for his many accomplishments in the aviation, movie, and medical industry to name a
few. Mr. Hughes was later known for his unconventional
behavior partly due to an obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Weeks after his death a handwritten will surfaced, benefiting
many charities, loved ones and several employees within his
companies. Unfortunately the State of Nevada declared that
Howard Hughes died intestate and rejected the handwritten
will. His estate took 34 years to settle. Had he met with a
professional his wishes could have been fulfilled and his
estate could have avoided probate court.
Photo Credit: By Acme Newspictures [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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CASEY KASEM
AGE: 82
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $80 Million
MISTAKE: Lack of Communication
Radio host Casey Kasem, the voice of “American Top 40,”
struggled with health issues in his later years. During this time
the radio icon’s blended family was struggling to get along.
Kasem’s daughter from a previous marriage decided to make
their private affairs very public, claiming her father signed a
medical directive listing both her and her husband medically in
charge should Kasem become incapacitated. His current wife
claimed that Kasem had since revised his medical directive,
naming her his health care proxy, but failed to communicate
that to his daughter and son-in-law. This family feud could
possibly have been avoided had the iconic radio host made
these health care revisions when he was sufficiently healthy
and communicated the revisions to all parties.
Photo Credit: By Alan Light [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
from Wikimedia Commons
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PHILIP SEYMOUR
HOFFMAN
AGE: 45
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $35 Million

MISTAKE: No Trust & Failing To Update
Actor Philip Seymour Hoffman and Marianne O’Donnell, his
partner and mother of their three children, were not married
but the actor did leave everything in his estate outright to her.
Due to their non-marital status O’Donnell lost over one-third
of Hoffman’s estimated estate to taxes. If Hoffman had used a
trust, some of the assets in the actor’s estate could have been
passed on tax free. The actor created his will after the birth of
their first child, but unfortunately failed to update it after their
other two children were born, which could possibly lead to
them being treated unequally.

Photo Credit: By Georges Biard [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia
Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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JAMES GANDOLFINI
AGE: 51
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $70 Million

MISTAKE: Failing To Address Taxes & International Assets
Actor James Gandolfini, although very generous to his
loved ones in his will, did not consider taxes when he was
creating it. Also, Gandolfini did not take advantage of the tax
incentives for surviving spouses and because of this, left his
estate unprotected and allowed the government to collect
their fair share, leaving his loved ones with less than he had
planned. In addition the actor willed their family home in
Italy to both children once his daughter turned 25, but failed
to fund the financial upkeep of the property, jeopardizing it
staying with the family. Nor did he take into consideration
the international laws which may override any of his wishes.

Photo Credit: By Isabelle Vautier [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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SAMMY DAVIS JR.
AGE: 65
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $10 Million

MISTAKE: Poor Preparation
This famous entertainer and member of the iconic Rat Pack,
Sammy Davis Jr., had widely divided his assets through a
thoughtful will but did not consider the way he conducted
his life, so at his death he left behind a tax bill that exceeded
the value of his entire estate. This caused his estate to be
insolvent. In the end unfortunately, there was nothing left for
anyone to inherit.

Photo Credit: By Alan Light [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
from Wikimedia Commons
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JUSTICE
WARREN BURGER
AGE: 88
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $1.8 Million

MISTAKE: DIY (Do It Yourself ) Documents
The well-respected Chief Justice Of the United States
Supreme Court, Warren Burger decided to type up his own
will in less then 200 words. It is hard to believe a man in his
position would not take the time to hire a professional to
draw up the proper documents and form a trust or simply
gift his assets to his loved ones. This mistake was not only
dragged through probate court, but cost his heirs nearly
half of his entire estate.

Photo Credit: [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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PRINCESS DIANA
AGE: 36
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $40 Million

MISTAKE: Relying on “Letter of Wishes”
The Princess of Wales did create a will naming both her
mother and sister as the executors of her estate. She also
wrote a “letter of wishes” instructing them to divide a quarter
of her personal belongings, which had an estimated worth of
over two million dollars, among her seventeen godchildren.
Unfortunately Princess Diana’s wishes were not met as her
executors decided to ignore her instructions and instead they
gave the seventeen godchildren little knickknacks belonging
to the princess. Leaving her wishes outside of her will made
it non-binding; therefore the courts ruled in favor of her
executors’ decision to deny Princess Diana’s “letter of wishes.”
Photo Credit: By Gegodeju (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], via
Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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SONNY BONO
AGE: 62
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $1 Million

MISTAKE: Having No Will In Place
Sonny Bono, the singer, songwriter turned congressman,
left no will behind when he passed. Sonny was a very busy
man with many business deals in the works, and immediate
attention was required. With no will there was no one to handle
his affairs. Mary Bono, wife to the congressman, had to battle in
court to be named executor of his estate in order to conduct
business on his behalf. Bono’s estate was also sued by his
ex-wife for unpaid alimony for a marriage that ended over four
decades ago, and by his father for an unpaid loan. There were
also stipulations of a love child looking to collect on the estate.
An estate plan could have easily resolved these situations and
saved his loved ones from heartache, time and money.
Photo Credit: [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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BROOKE ASTOR
AGE: 105
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $200 Million

MISTAKE: Leaving Her Estate In The Wrong Hands
The socialite Brooke Astor left control of her estate fortunes
to her son. Just two years after her death, Astor’s son found
himself in trouble with the law due to the misuse of his
position as power of attorney of his mother’s estate. When he
attempted to gift himself approximately one million dollars,
he found himself in court where he was found guilty of fraud
and grand larceny. But that is not all. The court completely
stripped Astor’s son of control over his mother’s estate and
cut his inheritance by more than half. Had the socialite listed
an alternate to handle her estate fortunes the court would
have never intervened.
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LEONA HELMSLEY
AGE: 87
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $5 Billion

MISTAKE: No Mental Evaluation To Attest Her Competence
The infamous “Queen of Mean” Leona Helmsley was the
widow of the late hotel tycoon Harry Helmsley. This title did
not apply when it came to her dog Trouble. Leona had left
behind a generous trust amounting to millions for her Maltese.
The extremely wealthy dog lover’s planning was questioned
by two of Leona’s four grandchildren who were cut from her
will. They sued her estate, declaring Leona was not mentally
stable when she created her will. The courts ruled in favor of
Leona’s grandchildren who received a seven-figure settlement
between the two, and Trouble’s trust was drastically reduced to
just over a million dollars. If her lawyer had a mental evaluation
conducted that attested to Leona’s competence to create a
will, maybe her wishes would have remained.
Photo Credit: [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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PABLO PICASSO
AGE: 91
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $30 Million

MISTAKE: No Will
The iconic painter Pablo Picasso died at the age of 91, leaving
behind no will and an estate worth millions. The inventory
of his estate included but was not limited to over 45,000
paintings, sketches and sculptures, along with a few villas on
the French Riviera. Picasso may not have left a will behind, but
what he did leave was an enormous tax debt to France. That
debt was later paid back to France with some of the artist’s
paintings. Because the painter died intestate his estate went
through probate court and required a handful of lawyers and
years to settle. If he had created a will, his heirs could have
avoided this long drawn out battle in court.
Photo Credit: By Argentina. Revista Vea y Lea [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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DORIS DUKE
AGE: 80
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $1.3 Billion

MISTAKE: Choosing A Trustee That Was Not Trustworthy
Doris Duke, an American heiress and daughter to the
wealthy tobacco tycoon Buck Duke, named her butler as
the executor of her estate. One of his responsibilities was to
oversee her billion dollar charitable foundation. Doris did not
predict her butler would develop such an expensive lifestyle
at the expense of her charity. His rather excessive spending
prompted the court to intervene and relieve him of his title
as executor of Ms. Duke’s estate, and then select a board of
trustees in place of the butler. Unfortunately, this costly legal
battle was at the expense of the charitable foundation.

Photo Credit: [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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MARLON BRANDO
AGE: 80
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $21 Million

MISTAKE: Oral Promises
The Oscar Award winning actor, Marlon Brando, was said
to have verbally gifted a home, among other items, to his
housekeeper of many years. The housekeeper claimed the
home she was living in was a gift from the actor and that it had
only remained in his name for legal reasons. The woman had
also stated that Brando, otherwise known as “The Godfather”,
guaranteed her indefinite employment with his company.
This case was eventually settled out of court for a little over
one hundred thousand dollars.

Photo Credit: By U.S. Information Agency. Press and Publications Service. (ca. 1953 - ca. 1978) [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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FLORENCE
GRIFFITH-JOYNER
AGE: 38
ESTIMATED ESTATE: Unknown

MISTAKE: Not Telling Anyone Her Will’s Whereabouts
Florence Griffith-Joyner was a USA Olympic Gold Medalist
who was otherwise known as Flo-Jo. This track star is still
known to be the fastest woman in the world, and continues
to hold the world records for both the 100m and 200m till this
day. Unfortunately, at the untimely death of this track star, a
will could not be located. Florence regretfully did not inform
her loved ones on where to find her will, and eventually the
track star’s estate went through probate and caused a nasty
feud between her loved ones. The judge’s final decision was
to bring in a third party to take over and handle the estate.
Because there was no will Florence’s family will never know
how she would have wanted her estate handled.
Photo Credit: Courtesy Ronald Reagan Library. (http://www.reagan.utexas.edu, SPORTS AND ATHLETES) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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JIMI HENDRIX
AGE: 27
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $80 Million

MISTAKE: Assuming He Was Too Young To Plan
This young Rock n’ Roll Hall of Famer of the 60s made history
with his instrumental talent. Jimi made sounds with the
electric guitar that no one had ever attempted or heard
before. Jimi was a workaholic who was dedicated to his craft,
but the rock star’s work ethic eventually caught up to him and
affected his health. On September 18, 1970, the legend died
way too soon. Jimi was young and just getting started and
may have assumed he was too young to create a will or living
trust. Although it’s been said that Jimi had bonded more with
his mother’s side of the family, the Rock n’ Roll Hall of Famer’s
estate defaulted to his father, due to no will.
Photo Credit: Promotional photo of The Jimi Hendrix Experience
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MICHAEL CRICHTON
AGE: 66
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $175 Million

MISTAKE: Failing To Update His Estate Plan
John Michael Crichton was a best-selling author well known
for his sci-fi thriller reads. Some of his most popular work, like
Jurassic Park, even made it to the big screen, becoming a box
office hit. And we can’t forget about the American medical
drama television series ER, which ran for 15 seasons with over
three hundred episodes. The author’s death came as a surprise
to the world as he and his family kept his battle with cancer a
private matter. The author had not updated his will to include
his and his current wife’s unborn son, so the mother of their
unborn child sued his estate and requested to have their child
added into the will. She also requested the estate pay the
seven-figure settlement per their prenuptial agreement. An
amendment to his will could have easily avoided this lawsuit.
Photo Credit: By Jon Chase photo/Harvard News Office [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0) or GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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TED WILLIAMS
AGE: 83
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $5 Million

MISTAKE: Not Obtaining A Codicil For His Changes
Boston Red Sox left fielder Ted Williams was said to be the
greatest hitter of all time. Williams’ Major League Baseball
career lasted for nineteen years. He had three children, one
from his first marriage and two from his third marriage. Williams
passed in 2002. Although he did create a will expressing his
wishes to be cremated and that his ashes be spread across the
Florida Keys, his two children from the third marriage lawyered up, stating Williams had a change of heart and wrote
and signed a note (on a napkin) requesting his body be preserved cryogenically. His oldest daughter fought until her funds
ran dry, stating her father never signed legal documents using
his autographed signature “Ted Williams”. Although Williams
created a will, the speculation is that his executors (the other
two children) went to extreme measures to cryogenically
preserve him, going against Williams’ wishes to be cremated.
Photo Credit: By Florida Memory [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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JAMES BROWN
AGE: 73
ESTIMATED ESTATE: $100 Million

MISTAKE: Unclear Estate Plan
James Brown was born in South Carolina. This singer/dancer
known as “The Godfather of Soul” created top hits like “I Feel
Good”, “Try Me” and “Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag”. Brown’s
career lasted six decades. The singer/dancer created an estate
plan that expressed his wishes to leave the majority of his estate
to educate needy children through a trust he created called the
James Brown “I Feel Good” Foundation. In his will he also left
his personal and household items to be divided among six of
his children and the remaining estate went into an educational
trust to pay for the continuous schooling of his grandchildren.
Unfortunately the family contested Brown’s will and filed a
lawsuit against the estate with concerns as to whether Brown’s
will was valid or not. Five years after the singer/dancer passed,
the needy children of the James Brown “I Feel Good” Foundation
had received no money, due to this family lawsuit.
Photo Credit: By Mika Väisänen (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], via
Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
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Legal Disclosure
Broker Dealer Disclosure
This OnDemand Seminar is designed to provide what we believe is accurate and reliable information with
regard to the subject matter covered. The Creative Juice Agency, Inc.® is not engaged in rendering legal,
accounting, financial or other professional advice. If such advice is required, a competent and qualified
professional should be consulted.

